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DEDICATION'
In recognition of his
Golden Anniversary as a
member of the Society of
Jesus, this issue of the
DIGEST is dedicated to
Reverand Joseph J. Donovan. It was on August 15,
1912, that Father Donovan
entered the Jesuit Order.
From
1927 to 1930,
Fa ther Donovan was Dean
of Studies at Loyola University. Since 1927 he has
been Regent at Loyola
Law School and is well
known to members of the
legal profession.
Father Donovan received
his B.A. and M.A. degrees
from Gonsaga University.
He studied at Innsbruck,
Austria, and received his
Ph.D. from Gregorian University at Rome.

by JAMES FRANCIS CARDINAL McINTYRE,
Archbishop of Los Angeles

In these comments, I shall endeavor to give a definition
of law. I shall then proceed to explain that law must be based
on reason, and then go further to say that reason must have
its foundation in order, and order is the creation of God.
Therefore, all law and authority comes from God. I shall
commence with a brief definition of law.
Before that, I might say that
St. Thomas, in his Summa Theologica, connects immediately his
treatise on law with the treatise
on human happiness. Happiness. according to the teaching
of St. Thomas, consists in the
knowledge of the truth, wherein
is rest for every mind. Because
law makes tor happiness, it is
itself in a literal sense beatific.
Law is not a stifling of life, but
rather it leads to the fullness of
life. And law will have the
same sanctity as will the means
Which it prescribes.

~------------------------

It must be borne in mind, of
course, that all positive human
law - man made law - enacted
law-is not necessarily good or
true law. Positive law being the
attempt of man to conform regUlat,iO'nto' the fundamentals of
reasO'n and the order of the universe, at times makes mistakes.
Human nature is fallible, and
hence man made law may in
certain circumstances become a
hindrance rather than a help to
the happiness that should be its
end. Surely, our statutes are
filled with laws that have not
served their purpose, with others that have become obsolete,
and still others that were not
dn accordance with reason and
order. Law is a means to an
end, and the end to which it
leads is a true and perfect life.
Law has its origin in the Latin word "lex" which is derived
from the verb' "Ligare" to bind,
and hence law is something that
binds man, and our definition is
that law is a rule or measure of
acts whereby man is induced .to
act or is restrained from acting.
Whatever else law may be, it is
certainly a rule of some sort
Which measures or directs man's
actions. Traffic laws direct traffic. Criminal I a w punishes
crime.
(Corrt.

on Page 3)

Legal and Social
Events Planned
for Law Wives

Loyola Law Wives first year
of organization got off to an enthusiastic start with a tea at
the home of Mr. and Mrs. A.
Marburg Yerkes on October 2l.
Father Donovan
The group was honored to have
as the first speaker of the year,
Placement Brochure
Mr. J. Rex Dibble, acting Dean.
Mrs. Arthur T. Devine, presiReadieJ This Month
dent of the organizing commitIt appears that the Student
tee, was made an honorary memBar Placement Brochure may
ber.
have become an institution at
The threefold purpose of the
Loyola.
The Brochure ds a brainchild
organization was explained by
Eliminations for the National
Mrs. William Murray, president. Moot Court Competition will be of last year's Student Bar. It
Mrs. Will i a m Rylaarsdam, held November 10 at the Coun- was thought that graduating
vice president
and program tv Courthouse. Vying to repre- seniors and potential employers
chairman, gave a resume of the sent the Southwest in New York would be mutually benefited by
pia n s f?r future mee~ings. will be UCLA, USC and Loyola a mechanism that allowed employers to' receive in a single
Speakers m November WIll be. law schools.
.
Mr. and Mrs. Joseph Powers Mr.
package
abbreviated resumes of
The Loyola team, corisisttng
Powers is a distinguished Los
the
total
graduating class.
of Colin Graves, Robert SOolO'Angeles attorney and will speak
Last
year's
brochure, which
mon and Michael McPhee have
on the role of a prosecutor in
spent months preparing for the was mailed during the spring
the District Attorney's office,
semester, met with considerable
competition and are hopeful of
Mrs. Powers, student co-ordinasuccess. In order to gain more
roilowing the lead set by the
tor for Lawyers Wives of Los
time for interviews, this year's
team of Cooper, Gallagher and
Angeles, will discuss the activiMcCarthy w hi c h represented booklet will be published and
ties of her 'organiza tion and
Loyola and the. Southwest in distributed around Thanksgivtheir plans for the student wives New York two years ago,
ing.
of the three principal Law
The brochure will contain picEveryone is invited to' attend
Schools of Southern California. the session, especially those in- tures of each member of the
In December, a wine tasting terested in entering the local Class of 1963 and will present a
party has been planned with the Scott Competition in the future. brief summary of the expectant
granduate's academic h 01 n 0' r s
husbands. The details of the
and activities, work experience,
programs will be announced to
is' directed by the Lawyers and employment preference aftthe members at a later date.
The remaining officers are Wives of Los Angeles. The proj- er graduation.
We feel that the earlier disMrs. Robert Solomon, Corre- ect for the semester is collecting
sponding Secretary, Mrs. Eu- toys and clothing for the nurs- tribution plus the in t ere s t
shown to' the first brochure
gene Topel, Recording Secre- ery at the Legal Aid office.
tary, Mrs. .R a n aid McQuO'id, We were all pleased with the guarantees the success of this
Treasurer,
and Mrs. Robert interest shown in our plans at year's booklet and thereby asSmith, Social Chairman. Mrs. the tea and we hope to see sures that the program will be
continued by Student Bars of
Samuel Meyerhoff is chairman everyone at the next meeting.
MRS. ROBERT SOLOMON the future.
of the Legal Aid program which

NOVEMBER 10 SET
FOR MOOT COURT
PRELIMINARIES
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"It's later than you think," is not just a random shot in the
dark. It not only calls attention to the fact that time in its
inexorable march, halts not to claim the hour borrowed scarcely
a half year ago. But it'll be returned shortly and whether computed in minutes or seconds, it'll be back in orbit following the
sun in its course to eternity. Time is a rich commodity,-some
identify it as money. It must be invested wisely and well for an
accounting is demanded. And woe to him who has not profited a
hundred-fold on his investment. Any shortage on fulfillment
must be paid back not unlike the hour borrowed at the fag end
of April last ....
The State Bar used up handsomely the midweeek of September for its annnual convention and brought culture and refinement tD the rarified atmosphere of Beverly Hills.
The Loyola Symposium provided a refreshing pause with libation
and goodies performing yeoman service in stimulating thought
and argument. . . . The fine hand Q1fBOB CLINNIN '53 was
discernible in the carrying out of this fact of the program, now
established as a tradition, with the accent on fellowship and
understanding. The touch of indispensable JOHN MALONE '52
who was doing double duty,-he's been Q1nthe staff Q1fthe State
Bar for ten years,-was recognized in the mechanical excellence
of the party. A master Q1fdetails, he was the personification of
poise and cooperation
- Loyal to the State Bar and considerate of himself et. ux
JIM COLLINS '34, after surviving
the rigors of the Convention, took off on a European Tour,
sponsored by the State Bar ....
It provided refreshing relaxation
from that tired feeling associated with the environs of Spring
Street ....
With Copenhagen as an operating base, he got a
look-see at the capitals of Western Europe from Shannon to
the Tiber ....
With Jim's know-how and his facility for having
doors open inward with ease and agility, there's very little he
missed-just
enough perhaps to plan a quickie return. . . . While
father is storing his treasure house of wisdom, son JOHN '61,
after looking over the various buildings in the Civic Center,on the inside of corurse,-threw his lot in with the County
Counsel. ...
At the latest report, both C.C. and J.C. were still
in business and doing nobly ... No a few of the rural practitioners, like LOUIS LA ROSE '48 and MARGARET KELLER
'49
made a determined effort to come to town and added much to the
professional-aura that was the c:onstant associate of clan Loyola.
. JOHN THOMAS HOURIGAN
'49 of Delano was announced
as coming but had to cancel out. . . . Of course, when one has
33 per cent of the practice of the community, he must be ready
to respond to call Q1na 24-hour basis ....
Even with a MercedesBenz, it's still a-hat-and-rabbit deal to be in two places at the
same time. If it were doable Jack would have been present and
accounted for. MIKE CLEMENS '51 was thoroughly acclimated
to the grand manner of the Hilton,-you know he practices law
just down the street,-true
to his native taste and Navy training, he kept edging poolside ... -. Annapolis certainly left its
mark on Mike. A Frontiersman, politically and by habitation,
FRANK BARRY '41 of Nogales, Arizona, is making a contribution to the present administration as' top legal aide to the
Secretary of the Interior ....
Frank who was a candidate for
the Supreme Court of Arizona only a few years back . . . dropped
in a couple of weeks ago, in search of competent aid for the Department ....
JIM SATT '53 and JOHN McCUE '48 with their
respective wives, recalled their days in Law School. ... Jim was,
active in organizing the Alumni Association in its present
set-up and did a herculean job ....
Both agreed that time is
moving on an accelerated scale contrasted with the years
following the War when bandoleers gave way to briefcases.
...
S. WARD SULLIVAN
'27 recently moved his offices to the
United California Bank in Beverly Rills ....
He and three
associates are carrying on the fine tradition of the late lamented
JERRY GIESLER ....
They are located in the finest surroundings,-'plush'
doesn't begin to describe it,-facing
Wilshire at
its opulent best, it breathes luxury and splendor . . . the entrance is on Camden, where an escape hatch is provided. . . .
Another instrument in the conservation of Time.
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President's Message
On behalf of the Board of Bar Governors of the student
bar, I wish to congratulate the new students for being able
to gain admittance to and the old students for being able to
remain within Loyola Law School.
The officers of the Board for the 1962-1963 school year
are: Joe Barron, fourth year
night representative, President;
Bill Keese Director of the Moort
Court and a third year student,
Vice-President; J a c k Killeen,
fourth year nivht representative, Treasurer; and Tom Girar- _ ..
di, Digest Circulation Mgr. and Ii'"
a second year day student, Secretary. The Executive Committee Q1fthe Loyola Bar Assn., includes all the above officers <in
addition to Mrs. Clemence M.
Smith, 'Chairman of the Faculty
Committee on Student Activities. and Nor man
Narwitz,
ALSA representatlve from LQlYala and a third year day class
representative.
The remaining Board members are Carl Lowthorp, third
year day representative and CoChairman of the Placement Brochure; Hal Mintz, President of
Phi Alpha Delta and a third
year day class representative;
Vince Stefano, second year day
class ropresentattve
and CoChairman of the Placement
Brochure; Tom Stockard, second year day class. representative and Co-Chairman of the
Committee on Public Relations
and Professional Services; Al
Spire, third year night representative is. also a Co-Chairman of
the latter committee. The exofficio members of the Board
are Mike Conlon, President of
Phi Delta Phi; Carolyn Frlan,
Editor-in-Chief Q1fthe Loyola
Digest; and Mike Gleason, President of St. Thomas More Law
Society.

Joseph C. Barron
dental to a student council, the
duty of the student bar is to
train its members in he responsibilrty
they will face as
members of the legal profession.
In order to justify its existence,
a student bar must direct dtself
to three major spheres Q1finfluence, educational, professional
and service. The educational aspects. are provided by speakers
programs which include the use
of audio1visual aids. The Honor
System which was submitted to
the faculty on June 23, 1962
typifies the professional sphere.
While the Placement Brochure
falls into the service category.

The Loyola Bar Assn. is a
member in good standing in the
The Board is the elected gov- American Law Students Assn.
erning bory of the Loyola Bar which is sponsored by the
Assn. The payment of. dues American Bar Assn. as a part of
qualifies one for a status of the Law Student program. All
"good standing," which confers members in good standing of
the right to receive all student the Bar Assn. are also indivadupublications, issued by card al members in the ALSA. Funumber, to participate in LOYOIlature ar-ticles will outline the
Bar Assn. activities, inclusion in scope of ALSA and its relationthe Placement Brochure (Sen- ship to the Loyola Bar Assn.
iors), plus free admission by program.
card to ail- student bar sponIn conclusion, some food for
sored activities.
thought: "A learned man is an
The student bar is not the law idler who kills time by studyschool counterpart of the un- ing" (George Bernard Shaw in
dergraduate student council, for Maxims for Revolutionists.) In
while it is vested with those lim- this from of reference, we
ited legislative powers over ex-. would be well advised to kill
tracurricular life usually dnci- some time.
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WHAT IS LAW?
(Cont.

Fr~m

Page

1)

The Place of Beason
Accepting this, we must then
ask what is the place of reason
In law. Does that which directs
a man's activities, that which
induces him to act Dr refrain
from acting, pertain to reason?
We must here make a distinction between human acts and
the acts of man. A human act
is something distinguished from
thase activities of a man such
as his heart beats, or his respiration, or the actions which are
purely animal. A man's uncon. scious actions may not brdng
with them responsibility, and
hence are acts of a man and not
human acts. If an act, if a life,
is to be dignified by the term
human, then in that life Dr in
that act reason must be dominant. Reason .is the first principle of human action, and its
operation begets responsibility,
and hence is a human act. Now,
what is reason? Reason is simply our human faculty of seeing
the "what" and the "why" and
the "wherefore" of things. It is
the power of seeing the meaning
of this, and that, and the other
thing, of discerning proportion,
of discerning order, measuring
of relationship between things,
of appreciation of their finality
or their destiny.
Reason is it that enables us
to make and respect distinctions, to distinguish
between
men and monkeys, between male
and female, between married
and unmarried, between superiors and subjects, between truth
and falsehood, between right
and wrong. In the light of such
distinct,ions, reason draws conclusiDns both speculative and
practical.
InsO'far as it deals
with practical conclusions, it is
called ethics, practical reason. In
the speculative field it is called
metaphysics. So ref)'arded reaSDnis simply our human faculty
of judging the proportion, the
Suitability, the mean'> to' an end,
and Df'ensuring that the means,
jUdged to be apt, wm be taken
in view OIfthe end propDsed.
It fo.lIo.WSclearly that the
necessary directive and the ruling priu'ciple o.f human life is
reaso.n. If then law be defined
as the directive, o.r the ruling
principle o.f human life or activity, law evidently pertains to.
reaso.n. Law must be first and
abo.ve all reaso.nable, as befits
the faculty that co.nceives it and
begets it. Are we no.t led then
to. say tha.t law is primarily a

conceptlon in the mind of whoever is the lawmaker, of some
order, of some orderfiness, that
should be observed or brought
about in human life.
In the making OIflaw, therefore, the legislator must always
be directed by reason. Reason in
its turn will ·be directed by the
order which it finds already impressed on persons and things.
For instance, every law must resepct the relationship that exists anterior to all po-sitive law
between each soul and God, between a husband and wife, between parents and children, as
also the order which constitutes
natural rights, which no legislator may ever override. Any Drdination of any authority whatsoever, which would do violence
to such order and rleationship,
must be regarded as iniquitous.
Right reason is always in accordance with divine law.
Blackstone's Deftnition
It might be opoortune to relate to you the definition of a
famous authority.
Blackstone,
on the question of the natural
law, since our reasoning thus
far brings us to the authority
of that law. The definition of
Blackstone is as follows:
"The law of nature, being
coeval with mankind and dictated by God Himself, is, of
course, superior in obligation
to any other (law). It is binding over all the J?'lobe in all
countries, and at all times; no
human laws are of any validity, if contrary to this (the
natural law); and such of
them (human laws) as are
valid derive all their force,
and all their author-ity, mediately or immediately. from
this original (natural law)."
It is apparent, therefore, that
the order of nature is not a fluctuating quantity but a permanent and perduring element in
fluctuate with the whims o.f
man and n~ture. It i!oes ndt
fashion, and because the law of
reaso.n is no.t written law do.es
no.t make it any the less real
law and !)ermanent law.
Perhaps I should romment
further on the use OIfthe· word
law in this sense. Speakin~ accurately, reason and the so
called natural law are not law
as prescribed to be obeyed.
They are construed as law and
called law because they constitute the order that Wi'S originally established by the Creator. That order, which was
oIaced in the nature of mRn bv
God, and which constitutes his
reason, and
that something

DIGEST
which has been placed in man
by which he recognizes right
from wrong, by which he accepts a norm that is discernable
and that is common to all men,
and is not a changing law.
For instance, in the order of
nature, when scientists discover
tha t certain effects flow from
established combinations, it is
then described as a law of nature, whereas it is merely the
recognition of an order established by God. We speak of the
law OIf gravity, not because it
was a written law, but because
it was a law discovered by man,
or rather an order discovered by
man, and to which order man
has attributed the term of law.
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From The
Editor's Desk

As was promised in the last
edition of the DIGEST (June,
1962), James Frances Cardinal
McIntyre, Archbishop of LOIS
Angeles, has responded to the
perplexing question of "What
is Law?" Although the question
is short, the answer, of necessity, is profound and requires
more than our usual amount of
attention-but
the effort is well
worth it .....
From the profound, we move to. a description
of the trials (not a pun) and
trfbulations of beginning pracNatural Law
It is interesting to note that tice in 2'_ small law firm. The
in the Constitution of the Unit- author, Jo.seyh E. Mo.rris, is a
ed States, we read that these 1959 graduate of Loyola and,
truths are self evident. What since his admission to. the Bar in
does this mean other than the 1960, has been a partner in the
natural law, order, reason and Sherman Oaks firm of Yates &
sanction. It is a recognition of Morris. We were more
than
the natural law in the very amused at Mr. Morrts' insight
opening part OIf our Constitu- into. the problems attendent on
tion. Certain truths are self evi- the young attorney and recognize
dent, they need not be written, the probability of much that he
they constitute the order estab- says. . . . If Mr. Morris' article
lished by God, which we term did not offer enough laughs,
law, and which is the rule of have you read pabe 8? Knowing
reason which has the force of that November 6th is election
law by virtue of its universal day, we felt the necessity of
acceptance, and this universal offering a searching expose of a
acceptance is based on the timely political problem. If we
authority that has revealed the have succeeded in swaying your
law, which, is God.
vote, it is unintentional and can
The point OIf this discussion only be attributed to our inat this time is that the philoso- advertance, mistake, neglect and
phy of our time, the trend OIf surprise. . . . Dean Dibble has
thinking, is entirely away from offered a concise answer to' a
the fixed and permanent prin- current matter of discussion His writing
ciples of life, or order and of reapportionment.
the law. According to' many and analytical approach to the
pronouncements from the sup- subject would be well to follow
In recogposedly best juridical minds of for future exams ....
our country, there is no such nition of his constant vlgllance
thil)g' as an abso~ute, there is no to. both school and students (and
perduring- princinle. there is nO' his Go.lden Anniversary as a
permanent standClrd of action Jesuit), we have dedicated this
or flaw. They i~nore the ob- issue o.f the DIGEST to. Father
;ective. The logical cOinclusion Do.no.van. No.t o.nly has Father
of such a philosoohv ,is Athe- been o.f immense assistance to.
ism, and Atheism is the doc- the establishment and continued
trine of Marxism. The denial gro.wth o.f this lJublicatio.n, but
of an' absolute by a iudO'e takes his enthusiasm fo.r any student
from under his 'feet the very undertaking has merited him a
ourpose OIfhis office. He should special place in o.ur hearts.
. . . Look for the article on the
iudge according to the law.
. I conclude by reT)eatino,-my Joint Committee for the E'ffecthesis-Law
is a rule or meas- tive Administration of Justice
ure of acts whereby man is in- by Justice Tom Clark of the
duced to act or is retained from United States Sup·reme Court in
acting. Law to be valid must the next edition of the DIGEST
be in 'accord with ri<rht reason. This. the first of four DIGEST
Right reason comes from the nublications for the school year,
order of nature and creation. has been a combined effort of
Hence, law and authority comes all the students. We welcome
from God, the Creator of na- any criticism (and praise) that
our enterprise may merit.
ture.
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Court Disallows
Employers Claim
Can a negligent third party,
when sued by an injured employee who has already received
workman's compensation benefits, assert the negligence of the
plaintiff's employer as a defense? The majority of the jurisdictions that have passed upon the question hold that the
defendant can not claim this defense. This was the California
position until the recent case of
Witt v . Jackson, 57 A.C.. 57, 386
P. 2d 64l.
In this case the city of Los
Angeles intervened in an action
by a policeman against a negligent third party. The California Supreme Court held that the
city, which was guilty of concurrent negligence, could not be reimbursed from the third party
for workman's
compensation
benefits paid to' the injured employee-policeman. Furthermore,
the amount of damages due
from the negligent third party
to the employee was reduced by
the amount of money paid to
said employee by the city in
compliance with the workman's
compensation laws.
Prior to' the Witt case, a third
party tortfeasor was not allowed
to' assert as a defense the employer's concurrent negligence
when the employer's insurance
carrier asserted a lien against
the employee's judgment. Pacific Indemnity Co. v. California
Electric Works Ltd. ,29 C.A.2d
260, 270-271, 84 P.2d 313; Finnigan v. Royalty Realty Co.,
35 C.2d 409, 434, 435, 218 P.2d
17.
The Supreme Court reasoned
that the rule of the Pacific IndemnityCo.,
supra. shDuld be
changed because it developed at
a time when California did nDt
allow cDntribution Clmonf!,tortfeasDrs. However, CCP 875-880
abrogated this rule of nDn-contributiDn so that today, in the
absence Df a WDrkman's CDmpensatiDn Statute. a negligent
third party WDuid be allowed
cDntributiDn against a concurrently negligent employer.
While refusing, to allDw the
employer to' benefit by his
wrong, the Court also closed the
door to' the posibility of the injured emplDyee Dbtaining a double recovery. Le. compensation,
benefits and judgment from a
third party.
-ANDREW
STEIN
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PLEASE HELP STA~~POUT PRIVATE PR,ACTICE
by JOSEPH E. MORRIS, ESQUIRE
Twice each year the State Bar' of California turns loose on organized society a horde
of individuals commonly called the "new admittees.
Immediately
it is evident that there
are not enough attorneys to go around, for the new admittee finds himself in demand. Opportunities
are thrust upon him by the various agencies of government, by private industry, and by the flourishing law firms throughout
the state. But which is the proper choice,
and the best starting point for that often discussed career in law?
Much can be said for each Df~'>---------------'-:----:--'--------the innumerable positions avail- from the legal publishers who to' enter' into a contract John
able, and for the vanious fields tend to' seek out the new prac- will be called uPOInto properly
of specialization in law. But one tioner without the need of a for- place each and every "whereas."
area is not meant Ior the new mal invitation,
And after lengthy consultation
admittee and should be scrupuThe legal secretary presents a and research, drafting and relously avoided: private practice real problem in that it can be drafting, it is somewhat deflatas an individual Dr in a small somewhat embarrassing to have ing to have the client say "it
untried partnership.
a secretary that is better in- will meet my needs' perfectly,
Undoubtedly the new admit- formed in the legal field than since it is almost identical to
tee will hear a few attorneys ex- the practioner. However,
the that fifty cent Wolcott form I
pound the virtues Dfthe small secretarial need could well be have always used in the past."
individual practice. Some, may met, as dt has been many times But at least then John carrsay,
advance seeemingly sound argu- in the past, by the substitution
there goes. an ironclad, boilermerits based upon the vast op- of a purse and pair Q1fgloves on olate contract, I think, I hope,
portunities available, Dr the the reception room desk for a maybe!
chance for diversification and real wage earning secretary.
Ultimately the day will arrive'
self expression, or the satisfac- With periodic dusting, the mabe forced upon
tion that comes from building a [ority of clients would believe when J ohn
practice and clientele. Others that John's secretary had just the battlefield of the law, i.e.,
may point out that there are steppped out of the office for a the courtroom. That initial apoearance may be in domestic rem 0 r e attorneys
engaged in moment.
small firms than in other forms
But now that the client is con- lations, or probate, Oil'in a crimof practice. And some may go vinced that there is a secretary inal case. If in a domestic relaso far as to' say that the need in the office, can he be con- tions case J ohn can check the
for such practitioners
is in- vinced that there is an attorney court calendar and find himself
creasing due to the rise in pop- there too? When thatfirst pro- seventh from the top. He can
ulation In this state. But the spective c1ient walks in he will then sit back and advise his
new admittee should not be be seeking legal advice that is somewhat unnerved client to
swayed. He is an untried ele- at least comparable to that relax and watch the other- cases
ment, inexperienced and unso- which he has already obtained and see how easy it is to. testify.
phistica ted in the ways of the from his television viewing Q1f And naturally he will be' quite
.to the proceedings
law. He lacks that wondrous law for the masses. It is then attentive
quality that is not taught in law left to John to call 4PQlnhis vast himself.
school but which is said to' be store of knowledge and practiHowever, when the first five
the best teacher.
cal experience and voice the
cases are continued and the
If placed in the midst of the prevailing view in anyone OIfa
sixth is placed off - calendar.
legal world on his own, how hundred branches of the law.
there may not be the sound of'
would the new admittee react?
A Will?
real conviction in John's voice
Assume a typical case, and for
If that first client wishes his
when he answers his call with
ease, of discussion give the new will drawn he will expect an elo"ready your honor." But with
admittee a fictitious name. Hav- quent document, probably writthe assistance of an understandingdealt enough with "A" and ten on parchment in Elizabething judge he way well present
"B" in law school, and with due an print, that will safeguard his
sufficient grounds fOil'a default
respect to' the female members 'estate from every cont,ingency,
divorce. Then there will be an
of the profession, let us call him including the death OIfthe testaair of cDnfidence with him as
John H.
tor. What is gDing tOi be, the
he responds to the' judge's sumImmediately after his admis- source of all that language' bemons to' the, bench, only to' hear
sion to the bar. Jnhn would be tween the name of the' testator
the court state that ;'The e'vi-'
concerned with the problems in- and the signatures Df the witdence indicates your client did
cident to hanging out his shin- nesses? And what of the day
not enter a v,alid marriage and
gle. Particularly, there would be when the client returns tOiexecDnsequently your action should
office faciliUes, library, and the cute the will can John recall the
be for annulment and not fp,r
mainstay of every attorney, a words of art required of the
divorce."
legal secretary. John would find testatDr to give the will effect?
that there are an abundanr:e Df It is certain that when the tesOr that first appearance may
office buildings about, and, if tator leaves the office John be in probate, such as for the
necessary, the City of La"; An- sends w.ith him a prayer for im- apPOlintment of a guardian of
geles could be induced to extend mDrtality, so that he will not at an incompetent.
Standing- in
Wilshire Boulevard threee miles a later date have to. stand be- court beside the incompetent?
out to sea to accommodate at- fOire the judge of the Superior John can appreciate the old
torneys. In regClrd to' a library, COIurt and offer that purported common law courts where the
he would find that there are a will fDr probate.
barrister donned a white wig,
number of kindly gentlemen
Or, if that first client wishes
(Cont. on Page 6)

will
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AlSA Convention a,f S.an Francisco
The national convention of~''_------------the American Law Students Vice-Presidents plus five exAssn. was held in San Francisco officio members. The ex-officio
during the week Q1fAugust 9-11, members are the Chairman of
1962. The ALSA is sponsored the ABA Junior Bar Conferby the American Bar Assn. as ence ; two members appointed
part of its law students pro- by the President of ABA; the
gram. ALSA includes 131 law ABA Director of Activities and
schools representing some 40,- the Executive Director of the
000 students. In the past year American Bar Assn. The House
ALSA has been cooperating of Delegates is the second house
with organizations of a similar of the legislature and consists
nature in Canada and Mexico,
of the delegates sent by each
member assn. to the annual
Headquarters for the conven- meeting.
tion was the Whitcomb Hotel on
To provide continuity of the
San Francisco's famed Market
Street. The Student Bar at the organization's work and to inUnuiversity of San Francisco, sure coordination with the orLaw School was host and pub- ganized bar, the ABA has eslished a daily four page paper. tablished the position of DirecSocial activities were many and tor of the Law Student Provaried, and for the most part gram. He is an experienced atwere both free and very enjoy- torney, Mr. Earl Hagen, who is
now devoting his full time to
able.
the problems of law students.
NINTH CIROUIT
The
bulk of the operational exThe Loyola Bar Assn. is a
member of the 9th Circuit, pense of the ALSA is paid for
which includes the ABA ap- by the ABA.
proved law schools in CaliforThe importance of a national
nia, Arizona and Nevada. As a convention of the ALSA lies in
circuit the 9th enjoyed 100% at- the advantage given to each
tendance and under the capable participant by a free exchange
direction of Richard Beacom of information on a national ba(USC) ALSA 9th Circuit Vice- sis" support and and from a naPreSident, demonstrated a spirit tional organization, and the opof responsibility and concert of portunity to see and hear leadeffort that was exciting to ob- ers in law discuss topics in their
serve. There were many hard specialty.
fought issues in the 9th circuit
Justice Clark
caucus sessions but they added
The after-dinner discussion by
rather than detracted from the
Associate Justice Tom Clark of
spirit of the- group.
the
United States Supreme
Two national offices were Court, a separate part of the
captured by the 9th Circuit, ALSA Convention. held in the
Richard Block, (USC) was elect- dining room at the University
ed Executive Vice-President on o'f San Francisco, wherein he
the first ballot as was Nancy entertained questions from the
Babel (University of Arizona) students on every subject. warelected Secretary. Mike Dorney, ranted the standing ovation he
Boston . College, is the new received. A short talk by AssoPre s i d €I nt : Roger Zylstra, ciate Justice Brennan on overAmerican University, Sec 0 n d specialization resulting in refus-,
ViCe-President; and Bert Wein- als by many 'attorneys to take
rich, Catholic -Univ. Treasurer. cniminal cases which constitutIt might be wen at this time to ed a weakness of the modern
take note Q1fthe composition of practice of law, was presented
the government of ALSA.
belfore a session of the ALSA
house of delegates.
. The ALSA .operates through
1ts Executive Committee, Board
An exhaustive description of
of Bar Governors, House of the convention and its high
Delegates and National Com- points will SOon appear in the
mittees. The Executive Com- Stu den t Lawyer, a national
mittee is composed of the Presi- magazine distributed to ALSA
dent, Executive Vice-President, members. Future articles in the
Secretary and Treasurer. The Digest will illustrate the correBoard Q1fGovernors is the upper lation between the ALBA and
house of the bicameral legisla- the Loyola Bar Assn. in providtU:reof the ASSN and includes ing for each student a close conall the members of the Execu- nection with reality and the
tive Committee, the 12 Circuit practice O'flaw.
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by EDWARD SIEGEL
One side of school activities which is not known to many
new students is the activities of the legal fraternities. In the
next few weeks all those non-affiliated students will be given the
great "rush" that has become traditional with colleges across
the country. In order to gain a better insight into the function
of the local brotherhoods, the following resume is presented:
PHI DELTA PHI-For
ninety-three years Phi Delta Phi's
have found need lin the legal profession for the advancement of
high scholarship and culture, the opposition to corrupt practices,
and rigid adherence to a code of professional ethics; and in the
process, an amazingly large percentage of them have attained
unusual prominence in American affairs. Among the leaders are:
Franklin Delano Roosevelt, Theodore Roosevelt, William Howard
Taft, Benjamin N. Cardoza, Earl Warren, John Foster Dulles,
Thomas H. Kuchel, and William, L. Prosser.
Aggeler Inn at Loyola University, School of Law was founded in 1937 and boasts several faculty members among its members. They include: Acting Dean and Professor of Law J. Rex
Dibble, Professor of Law Judge Otto M. Kaus, Professor of Law
Quentin D. Ogren, and Assistant Professor of Law Richard
Schauer. Aggeler Inn is well·n~'presented dn student government
and activities by Mike Gleason, President of St. Thomas More
Law Society; Bill Keese, Vice President of Loyola Bar Assoc.;
and Tom Girardi, second year representative on the Board of
Bar Governors,
Among those brothers whose names appear on the Dean's
List for scholastic achievement are: Mike Gleason, Mike LeSage,
Tom Girardi and Randy Wenkler.
The first event of the semester was a Cocktail Party on
Sunday, September 30, attended by students, alumni, teachers and
community leaders. This year, as in the past, the series of luncheon speakers will be continued where the outstanding leaders of
the legal profession speak on subjects of which they are experts.
The program has been well-attended in the past and to keep
current on who is next on the agenda the bulletin board in the
lobby will supply current data. TO'round out the year's program,
other parties and athletic events are scheduled.
·x·

".

PHI ALPHA DELTA-The purposes of the fraternity are
three-fold: ,(1) to' assist law students during law school: (2) to
help gradua tes in placement; and (3) to provide a life-long professional fraternity for the practicing attorney.
Many of our most distinguished Americans have come from
the ranks of P.A.D., including Woodrow Wilson, \ViIliam Howard
Taft, Warren G. Harding and Harry S. Truman, past Presidents
of the United States. Seven P.A.D.'s have served on the United
States Supreme Court, and Tom C. Clark, William O. Douglas,
and .Charles E. Whlttaker are currently on the Court.
At Loyola, the membership proudly includes faculty members Walter H. Cook, Myron Fink, Owen G. Fiore, James C.
Maupin, Lloyd J. Tevis (advisor), William G. Tucker, Rev. Richard A. Vachon, and A. Marburg Yerkes.
Eight of the eleven elected representatives of the Board of
Bar Governors are members: Joe Barron is President of the
Board, Jack Killeen is Treasurer, and Norm Narwitz, Hal Mintz,
Tom Stockard, and Alvin Spire are class representatives. Ed Siegel
is P.A.D. representative.
Last year, every award given by the law school was awarded
to a P.A.i). The Moot Court team this year, and last, is composed entirely of P.A.D.'s. The highest scholastic average in the
law -school belongs to active member Bill Rylaarsdam while
members OInthe Dean's Honor List also include Jack Killeen,
Frank D. King, Sanford Levenberg, Peter Menjou, Bernard A.
Murray, Nelson Paille and Tom Stockard.
On October 28, a Cocktail Party was held at the horne of
Professor A. Marburg Yerkes, and a reception for Judge Murrah,
the Supreme Justice, was held October 24. Future events include
a Judges Night for all P.A.D. judges in the Los Angeles area in
early December and a Christmas party. There will be activities
with the alumni, and guest speakers at the law school.
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SHORT NOTES ON A LONG PROBLEM
PROBLEM: THE STATE OF A HAS A BICAMERAL LEGISLATURE.
ITS
SENATE CONSISTS OF ONE SENATO R ELECTED FROM EACH COUNTY.
ITS HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
CONSISTS OF MEMBERS ELECTED
FROM THE SEVERAL COUNTIES ON THE BASIS OF POPULATION. DOES
THE METHOD OF SELECTION OF THE STATE SENATORS VIOLATE THE
CONSTITUTION OF THE UNITED STATES?
In the much discussed (and~·----------------------------sometimes criticized) case of complished by a state in an
any state of facts reasonably
Baker vs, Carr, 369 U.S. 186, indirect manner as when it is
may be conceived to justify
82 S.Ct. 691, 7 L.ed2d 663 done directly.
it.' McGowan v Maryland
(1962), the Supreme Court of
(US) supra. It is not inequalIn any event, whether the
the United States held that the Baker case is correct, it does
ity alone that calls for a
Federal courts had jurisdiction present the problem of deterholding of unconstitutionalito decide the claim by a citizen mining how far the Federal
ty; only if the inequality is
of Tennessee that the Tennessee courts will go in finding a violabased on an impermissible
apportionment of members of tion of the Fourteenth Amendstandard may this Court conits General Assembly violated ment as a result of state "maldemn it."
the Equal Protection Clause of apportionment." One of these
Several arguments in favor
the Fourteenth Amendment. The problems is that stated at the of the selection of state senaplaintiff argued that the failure beginning of this note-may
a tors on a county basis are sugof Tennessee, since 1901, to re- state continue to elect state g;ested in a recent case from
apportion the membership of senators by counties and not ac- Maryland. In Maryland Comthe State Senate and the State cording to the number of quali- mittee for Fair Representation
House of Representatives was a fied voters"
vs. 'I'awes, 184 A. 2d-,
31
discrimination, In violation of
U.S. Law Week 2155 (Sept. 25,
It
would
appear
that
H
the
the Equal Protection Clause,
1962), the Maryland Court of
against voters in the counties only objection to the state apAppeals said:
portionment
system
is
the
selecwhich had gained in the number
"The idea of a bicameral
tion of state senators by counof qualified voters since 1901.
legislature, with the upper
ties.
the
Supreme
Court
will
The Supreme Court specifibranch selected on a terrically did not decide whether hold that this method does not
torial rather than a popular
violate
the
Fourteenth
Amendthere was in fact a violation of
basis, was a familiar one in
question is not
the Equal Protection Clause. ment. The
1837 and it is familiar today.
whether
the
choice
of
state
senThe Court simply held that the
The very purpose of having
ators on a county basis is better
lower Federal court had juristwo houses was that each
or worse than apportionment
diction, that there was a justiwould be a check upon the
according to population. The
fiable issue, that sufficient facts
other, and prevent the paswere alleged to require a hear- question is rather whether the
sage of hasty and ill-concounty method is so arbitrary
ing on the merits of the case,
ceived legislation. A different
that
it
is
actionable
discriminaand that the lower court should
method of selection was estherefore not have dismissed tion under the Equal Protection
sential to the bicameral plan.
Clause.
A
paragraph
from
the
the case. The Supreme Court
No more natural or logical
dissenting
opinion
of
Justice
did not set forth any rules: or
basis could be suggested than
prlnciples to assist the lower Harlan in the Baker case ds apthat the viable and long
nropriate
in
this
connection
(7
court in its attempt to deterestablished political subdiviL.
ed.
2d
663,
753):
mine whether there was action. sions be accorded representa"The Court has said time
able discrimination, and if so.
tion, as they had been in elecand again that the Equal Prothe appropriate remedy.
tionof
electors under the
tection Clause does not deIt seems to me that the maConstitution of 1776.
jority opinion in the Baker case
mand of state enactments
"The bicameral concept is
either mathematical identity
is correct. Giving less weight to
not
one that has become obsothe vote of one citizen than to
or rigid equality. E.e: .. Allied
lete with the passage of the
the vote of another in the cirStores of Ohio. Inc. v Bowers.
years. It has been repeatedly
358 US 522, 527, 528. 3 L ed
cumstances alleged in the Baker
recognized by Congress and
case is a violation of the Equal
2d 480, 484, 485, 79 S Ct 437.
the President, subsequent to
Protection Clause just as the
and authorities there cited:
the adoption of the Fourmunicipal gerrymandering used
McGowan v Maryland. 366 US
teenth Amendment in approvin Tuskegee, Alabama to de420, 425, 426; 6 L ed 2d 393.
ing the constitutions of states
prive negroes of the right to
398, 399, 81 S Ct 1101. All
seeking admission to the Unvote is a violation of the clause.
that is prohibited ,is 'invidiIon.
-x- ·x· -*"
(The Tuskegee action was held
ous discrimination' bearin=
invalid in Gomillion vs. Lightno rational relation to any
It is my opinion that a mapermissible policy of. the jority of the Supreme Court
foot, 364 U.S. 339 (1960), although a majority of the court
State. Williamson v Lee 00- would hold that selection of
tical of Okla., Inc. supra (:148 state senators on a county basis
reI U~d upon the Fifteenth
Amendment. See the concurring
US at 489). And dn deciding is not, in and of itself, the "inwhether such discrimination vidious discrimination" required
opinion of Justice Whittaker in
has been practiced by a State for a violation of the Equal Prothat case with respect to the
Fourteenth Amendment. Arbiit must be borne in mind I tection Clause.
that a 'statutory discrirninaJ. Rex Dibble
trary and unreasonable discrimtion will not be set aside if'
Professor of Law
ination is as vicious when ac-
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S,t'a'm'p Out
Private Pra'ctice
(Cont.

From Page 4)

lest the judge look down and
ask "now, which one is the incompetent" ?
And surely one of those early
appearances will be in a criminal case.. Since this involves.the
personal liberties of the client it
marks a time when John will be
well prepared. Many hours will
be expended on research and
preparation, and on the day of
the trial John will be prepared
to defend his client to the limit
and to uphold his constitutional
guarantees. And again as he
stands before the bench he will
find the judge understanding
and interested in the defendant's constitutional rights. However there are limits for every
judge and he may well feel
that a defendant's constitutional guarantee against self-incrimination does not cover failure to appear for trial. John
will find that a courtroom is a
lonely place without the reassurance of a client at his side.
Of course the day will come
when there will be many of
John's wi 11 s and contracts
spread throughout the community and he will be sufficiently
well acquainted with the court
house perhaps even to personally operate the automatic elevators. He will then undoubtedly be in the position to give free
advice to new admittees, However, after reading this and
knowing of his climb to success
I wonder if you would take his
advice or heed his cautions
against private practice. I doubt
if I would, but then I hav€! two
many years invested in that
field.

Comon M'a,rke,t Topic
Fo,r Ph:i Delta, Delta's
Phi Delta Delta women's legal fraternity held their- annual
Founders Day brunch for alumna and student members in the
French Room of the 'Ambassador Hotel on October 21. The
Consul - General of Bel g i u m
spoke on the European Common Market.
Those attending from Loyola's Alpha Theta Chapter were:
JoAnn Mares Dunne, Carolyn
Frlan, Roberta McGuire, Eve
Cohen, Georgia Waldo, and Loreilee Tristler.
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Books: CURR,ENT AND CHOICE

WORl.D PEAC,E THROUGH LAW

MR.
JUSTICE
HOLMES0·----------A demonstration of how a
AND THE SUPREME COURT.
Second Edition. By Mr. Justice jurisprudence of social enginFelix Frankfurter. Cambridge: eering actually operates in a
Harvard Univ. Press 1961. 112p. dozen problem areas. Not light
reading but rewarding for anyMr. Justice
Frankfurter's
one seriously interested in interthree lectures on Holmes denational law. Of particular inlivered in 1938 at H~rvard (long
terest is the 1943 study: "Legal
out-of-print) together with a reEducation and Public Policy;
markably sensitive biographical
professional training in the pubnotice of Holmes written in 1944
lic interest," first published in
for the Dictionary of American
52 Yale L.J. 203-95.
Biography, A terse, brilliant
statement. of Holmes' thought
LIFE, DEATH AND THE
and approach to constitutional
LAW.
By Norman St. Johnlaw questions.
Stevas. Bloomington: Indiana
')HH'
Univ. Press, 1961. 372p.
, THE LAW AND ITS COMAn attempt to establish guide
PASS. By Lord Raddiffe. 1960
Rosenthal Lectures, Northwest- lines in six forms of activity
ern Univ. School Qif Law: where law and morality overNorthwestern Univ. Press, 1960. lap: Contraception, Artificial
Insemination,
Homosexuality,
99p.
Suicide, Sterlization and EuthaA new classic of the law,
nasia. Catholic, Protestant, secureminiscent of Cardozo's The
larist-liberal and utilitarian posiNature of the Judicial Process,
tions are reviewed and critiwhich argues that law is not
cized.
law which is only law. In the
THE JUDICIAL HUMORIST.
author's words (p. 93): '... we
cannot learn law by learning By William L. Prosser. Boston.
law. If it is to be anything more Little, Brown, 1952. 284p.
than just a technique it is to be
"Says Brown J,: 'The quesmuch more than itself: a part tion is wan if such great imof history, a part of economics portance that we've been strugand sociology, a part oll' ethics glin' over it .iver since ye see
and a 'philosophy of life. It is us las' an' on'y come to a denot strong enough in Itself to be cision (Fuller, C.J., Brewer, J.,
a philosophy in itself. It must an' Peckham J. dissentin' fr'm
still stand rooted in that great me an' each other) because iv
tradition
of human civilitas th' hot weather
comin' on.
from which have grown the in- Wash'n'ton is dhreadful place
stitutions of the Western liberal in summer (Fuller C,J. dissenworld. Cut it away from that tin'). The whole fabric iv our
tradition, no matter for how government is threatened, th'
good a reason, and it will lose lives iv our people an' th' proWhat sustains its life."
gress iv civilization put to th'
·X··)('·)('
bad. Men are excited. But why?
STUDIES IN WORLD PUB- We ar're not. (Harlan, J., "I
LI~ ORDER. By M. S. McDou- am." Fuller C.J. dissentin, 'but
gal and Associates. New Haven: not f'r th'
same reason.) '"
Yale Univ. Press, 1960. 1058p. (p. 163).

At the Asian and Australa-~·-------------sian Conference, one of the Con- Rhyne, initiated
the first of
tinental Conferences on World these continental meetings, that
Peace Through Law, held in at San Jose.
Tokio in September, 1961, a conNOT IDEALISTS
sensus was adopted in which
In his article, Mr. Satterfield
the following was the initial quotes from his own speech at
paragraph:
San Jose, and this too is well
We remind mankind that un- worth your attention. Among
der the rule of law the indivi- ather
matters
he
stresses
dual may live in freedom, in the following. "World Peace
dignity, and in peace'. In the ab- Through Law is not a slogan
sence of the rule of law the in- of visionarles and idealists; it
dividual becomes the subject of is the cherished objective of the
arbitrary power over all politi- realist." and further on, "What
cal, economic and social life. He is more realistic and practical
lives under tyranny and appre- than the desire for survival."
hension in fear and bondage.
The American Law Student
John C. Satterfield, imme- Association, of which we are all
diate past president
of the members, enjoys a close liasion
American Bar Association, was with the American Bar Assopresent at this conference. FInd ciation and has voted approval
a moment to read his discussion of the general principles of
on the President's Page of the World Peace Through Law.
Bar Journal for June, 1962. 48 Within its own organization
A.B.A. Journal 499.
ALSA has erected a committe
As Mr. Satterfield states in to implement these principles.
that article, the American Bar With
the thought
that we
Association has organized cer- would all find an enthusiasm
tain committees to aid in the for this work" the Loyola Bar
promotion of this effort, most Association has decided that its
directly through the Committee members should be given the
on World Peace Through Law opportunity to learn more of the
under
the' chairmanship
of workings of the ALSA and ABA
Charles: S. Rhyne, himself a committees as well as the repast president of the A.B.A. suits already achieved in naThis committee has so for pro- tional and international confervided the stimulus for the above ences.
mentioned Tokyo conference as
These groups of lawyers are
well as others in Lagos, Nigeria, not involved in a short range
in Rome and in San Jose, Costa program capable of quick and
Rica.
easy success, nor will we be,
In October, 1957, the Ameri- However, as law students und
can Bar Association appointed eventually as lawyers we should
a special committee on Inter- be informed of and active in
national Law Planning headed these efforts,
for surely no
by Governor Thomas E. Dewey. other work of our profession is
This group gave itself to a more worthy of our lifelong atstudy of proposals requesting tention. Loyola Law School
A.B.A. leadership and support members of ALSA will shortly
for discussions of means where- be receiving further direct eviby the international judicial dence of the continuing study
process could be developed to of this. subject on the student
aid progress and assure con- level and ;"'ill find the ideas
tinuing peace. A second group there presented worth close
was then appointed to carry study. We intend also to discuss
out the recommendations of the further developments in these
Dewey Committee. The pro- pages.
posals of this committee were
Finally, it is urged that each
formulated
following evalua- student member of ALSA take
tion of responses in more than advantage of one valuable inci10,00.0inquiries sent to lawyers dent of his membership in this
in this country and abroad. national organization, an annual
These proposals received the subscription to the American
support of the Ford Foundotion Bar Association Journal, at the
and the International Co-opera- special rate of $1.50 per year.
tion Administration in the form Recent issues containing articles
of funds to carry out the sug- with particular
emphasis on
gested program. This committee, World Peace Through Law are
renamed as described above and those of October, 1961, and
under the direction
of Mr. June, July and August, 1962.

CAROLYN M. FRLAN
Editor·in-Chief

THOMAS· L. McDONALD
Exe,cutive Editor
ASSISTANT TO EDITOR: Norman S. Narwitz.
CONTRIBUTORS:
Alexander
Bryant,
Joseph Barron,
William
Keese, John Killeen, Carl Lothorp, Harold Mintz, Edward Peters,
Edward Siegel, Andrew Stein.
CIRCULATION:
Thomas Girardi.
Opinions expressed in the Loyola Digest are those of the writers
and do not necessarily reftect
the views of the Loyola D'igest, the
University, the Law school or the Student Bar Association.
r:

Permission is given for reproduction
appearing herein, provided, that credit
Digest and the author of the article.

of any p,a'rt of an article
is given to both the Loyola
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RESOLUTION:,

THAT DR,AWPOKER SHOULD BE BANNED-OR SHOULD IT?
by THOMAS

L. McDONALD

by ALEXANDER

J. BRYANT

The National Pastime is a contest in which a group of
We are appreciative of Mr. MacDonald's effort to exyoung men costume themselves in shirts with numbers on plain baseball and were mildly amused. Fortunately,
space
the back, pants that are reminiscent of ~nickers, animal skin did not allow our opponent to continue, or he might have
coverings on one hand, and funny lookmg shoes. Thus at- described elevators as rooms with ropes on them, lightbulbs
tired, they gather on a grassy, white striped plot of ground, as bottles with candles in them, and rape a felonious galchew gum, stand in prescribed j
.
lantry.
positions and say funny things themselves play, they simply
But the tonic at hand is com-<t·-------------to each other and to the spec- provide facilities for contests mercial gambling in Gardena. It will ultimately lose enough to
between other individuals; for is not a fit subject for drollery assuage his guilt. To offer gamtators.
arena privileges the latter day even had it been better pre- bling to such a man is like of. The crowd assembled to see
gladiators pay a sort of rent. It sented.
fering heroin to an addict, it is
the performance enjoys it; the
is because of the consistency of
It has beeen of no recent date a temporary relief, but an inplayers enjoy themselves, or act
these rent payments and their
that scientific observers of so- evitable destruction."
as if they do because of the retotal amounts, that some other
muneration given them by their
cial phenomenon have classified
I suggest that Mr. Macfronald
men say the game is attractive
organizations. Some of the playthe urge to gamble in its com- go to Gardena as I did, that he
to the shoulder-holster set. The
ers have additional reason to
pulslve form as a severe sick- talk to the many like Mrs. Edattractiveness to criminals, they
enjoy themselves because' they
ness to the addict, and a trag- gar A. P. Downey who told me
contend, leads to corruption of
edy to his innnocently injured "I can't .help it . . . even when
receive additional remuneration
apparently otherwise incorrupfrom other organizations, for
family; at its best, financially I don't eat right, I know that
tible city governments, and has
appearing, knicker clad, in mass
dangerous when not indulged in these places are here to take my
a tendency to lead the young
media, and assuring the world
in the friendly atmosphere of money ... most of my friends
astray, Therefore, their arguthat what is in fact common,
the home.
here are like me."
ment continues, abolishment of
Isjncomparable.
"Gamblers
Anonymous"
like
Or, to "Shoe Shine" Kazantthe attraction is desirable. This
Poker, of whatever variety, is recommendation is based on the "Alcoholics Anonymous" is a zakas who boasts openly of seta contest played with small, dec- removal of temptation theory. modern fact.
ting fire to the Cortazone Club
orated rectangles called cards. Applying this theory to' the
After several evenings follow- when it wouldn't follow his poliThe purpose of the game is not problem, once the attraction is ing the habitues of Gardena ey-e-and of his connections in
necessarily but usually, the win- removed, the undesirables will gambling through the foyers of the Gardena government,
ning of money. The partici- forthwith beat their Magnums jerry built poker palaces into
We do not advocate abolishpants number from two to eight into plowshares, city govern- the unreal world of compulsive ing playing cards to be used for
and seat themselves around a ments will no longer be corrupt- gambling; of watching pension- friendly poker games at horne,
table in no particular order. The ed, the young will no lonver be ers,' widows, day laborers and but neither do we suggest openassemblage of rectangles has led astray, and the sun will nev- others difficult to classify but ing opium dens. The Poker
been variously
described as er stop shining. Other people easy to pity, hypnotically wager Clubs in Gardena are not friend"...
playthings OIfthe devil," contend that when an area of their pittances against the cold ly; they are in fact swamps to
or, as was purportedly done by leg-al activity Is being infiltrat- certainty of eventual 100SS,this which are drawn not the incorthe soldier in Korea in response ed by a criminal element, the in- writer is emotionally convinced ruptibles but the weak and unto a query from a chaplain, "My filtration rather than the activi- that Dr. Phineas Soffit's quote aware. To quote the famous SO'Bible." In any event, the pur- ty should be stopped.
in a recent psychiatric journal ciologist Harry Richman from
pose of the contest is achieved
Das Narenshifft:
(May 1953)
When the time for the annual is the truth:
by convincing the other players series of contests between the
"The habitual gambler at- "Open gambling near a large
that the values of the rectan- victors in their respective base- tempts to resolve innner con- metropolitan are a inevitably
gles held by oneself is superior ball leagues rolls around, (it flicts by the turn of a card . .. draws to it personal tragedy
to the value of those held by somehow never simply arrives and dn the knowledge that he and governmental corruption."
one's fellows. Often the value like other annual events, it alof a player's holdings does in ways "rolls around") a great
fact exceed that of the others, many people wager on the outNon·Profit
Org.
and, when such is the case, the: come. The total amounts wagU. S. POSTAGE
holder receives a jointly con- ered involve no small sum, and
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to convince the other contest- mous sums, and is illegal in
ants that such is' not the case, mOostO'f the states. Criminals
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he is again entitled to the re- have been knOlwn to show more
ward; what this amounts to is than passing interest in this
winning without actually cheat~ phenomenon, and this has occaing. Some assert that these at- siOonallyled to their participatempts to convince, particularly tion on a grand scale.
the latter, are beneficial experiThe remarkable fact however,
ences for situatiO'ns to be met is not the amount of money inin la ter life.
volved, the character of some of
In California a few men have the participants. nOorthe violaprovided meeting places for the tion of the law, it is simply that
playing of poker; these are abolishment of the attracion
called card palaces. The men has never beeen suggested as a
whO'provide the facilities do not remedy.
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